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Disclaimer

I am not a theorist so all the following is my biased view from an experimental side

• sources and acknowledgements
-

recent phenomenological papers (references on the following slides)
latest ATLAS and CMS results
presentations at the Top2017 conference
presentations at the Heavy Flavour Production @ LHC conference
LHCtopWG open meetings

- thanks to: Maria Aldaya Martin, Lydia Fayard, Rebeca Gonzalez Suarez, Reinhard Schwienhorst, Lisa Shabalina
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Why do we care about precision in top quark physics ?
Andreassen, Frost, Schwartz, arXiv:1707.08124

• the top quark is special

- this is the only quark with natural mass:
- yt ≈ 1, strongly interacts with the Higgs sector
- this is the only quark that decays before hadronizing and before spin-flipping
- this is the only quark that drastically affects the stability of the Higgs mass
- naturalness argument: BSM top partners should be light

•

Need for precision in the top quark sector

- background to BSM search: t t̅ spectrum, top pt, t t̅ + MET (dark matter search), single top …
- deviation from predictions: indirect detection of new particles, anomalous couplings, …
ATLAS-CONF-2016-014

Δ mt < 250 MeV to rule out absolute stability

Han, Katz, Krohn, Reece, JHEP 1208, 083 (2012)
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Outline
• t t̅ differential cross section
- latest theoretical predictions
- the top pt saga
- improving the modelling

• top quark mass

- latest discussions on the mass definition and on the theoretical uncertainties

• top quark couplings

- the Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach
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t t̅ differential cross section predictions
• State of the art

- differential NNLO QCD for t t̅ production (JHEP 1704, 071 (2017)) now also including the t t̅ charge asymmetry
- crucial to use dynamic scale (renormalisation and factorisation scales that vary event by event)
- leading uncertainty: PDF
- NLO EW corrections (JHEP 1710, 186 (2017))
- EW corrections could have a large impact in tails of distributions (-4% for mt t̅ , up to -25% for top pt)
- Next-to-Next-Leading Log (NNLL) resummation
- reduce scale uncertainty and the dependence due to the scale choice

Czakon, Heymes, Mitov, JHEP 1704, 071 (2017)

Czakon, Heymes, Mitov, Pagani, Tsinikos, Zaro
JHEP 1710, 186 (2017)

Czakon et al., in preparation

Large future applications for LHC data (PDF global fit, …)
Need to be compared with experimental measurements and implemented in public tools (on-going)
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t t̅ predictions: moving away from stable tops
• top quark always detected through its decay products

- measurements compared with MC with different shower and decay treatments: difficult to assess the related theoretical uncertainties
- precision top quark physics requires predictions that include the top decays (mass from leptonic decay products, direct measurement
of the top width …):
- NLO corrections to decay usually change normalization and shape

mass from leptonic decay products
Melnikov, Schulze, JHEP 0908, 049 (2009)
different QCD scales

EPJC 78, 129 (2018)

NWA

EPJC 77, 804 (2017)
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t t̅ predictions: moving away from stable tops (2)
• two approaches

- narrow-width approximation NWA (factorisation of the production and decay, on-shell top): good approximation for large class of
observables
- usually good performances, exact NNLO not yet available
- off-shell treatment: off-shell and non-resonant effects small for large class of observables but crucial for some phase space regions
- NLO corrections to eµbb and eµbbj

• including parton showers

- off-shell, NLO corrections to resonant and non-resonant contributions implemented in POWHEG (bb4l): see discussion on the mass
Gao, Papanastasiou, PRD96 051501 (2017)
approx NNLO, NWA

Bevilaqua, Hartando, Krauss, Schulze, Worek,
in preparation
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The top pt saga
• one of the important observables to be well modelled
- influence the kinematics of the top decay products (lepton pt, b-jet pt, … and then global variable like Ht)
- define the collimation of the top decay products

• measured at parton and particle level at all
LHC energies

EPJC 77, 531 (2017)
single top t-channel

- top pt seems always softer in data than in MC
(seen by both ATLAS and CMS), disagreement seen
both in 1D and 2D measurements
- leading top pt agrees better with data than
subleading top pt, boosted all-had top pt looks OK
- NNLO+NNLL better agreement
- would the addition EW corrections close the issue ?

Czakon, Heymes, Mitov,
JHEP 1704, 071 (2017)

Czakon et al.
JHEP 1710, 186 (2017)

- to be continued …

CMS-PAS-TOP-17-002
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Precision t t̅ differential cross section measurements
• t t̅ kinematics start to be precisely studied

- parton, particle levels, fiducial phase space, inclusive and exclusive final states
- still ~ 15% uncertainty in the tails

CMS-PAS-TOP-17-002

• how to go further ?
-

2D (3D?) differential measurements
improve modelling uncertainties
more extreme phase space regions
still discussion on how to define what is called
`parton level’
JHEP 11, 191 (2017)
PRD95, 092001 (2017)
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Top modelling and tuning
• MC generator setups

- need to choose MC parameters/models that cannot be obtained from first principles: adjust/tune them on data
- need to determine uncertainties related to these choices

• baseline t t̅ MC in both ATLAS and CMS: Powheg+Pythia8

- optimisation of the central parameters (hdamp, alphaS): just looking at the varied
distributions or using the Professor toolkit
- reach setup with consistent parameters

• assessment of the modelling systematics

- factorisation approach of the different physical effects: radiation, showering,
hadronization, matrix element generator, underlying event and colour reconnection
- parameter variations so that it ‘brakets’ the data
- currently no uniformed approaches between ATLAS and CMS
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-020

CMS-PAS-TOP-16-021

CMS-PAS-TOP-16-014

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-007
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Going forward for top modelling
• more involved generators: NLO multileg t t̅ +0,1,2j @NLO
- better underlying theory model of production of additional jets
- MG5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8 [FxFx] or Sherpa : would need further tuning

• t t̅ +heavy flavour modelling: essential for ttH(bb) and searches with multiple b’s
- challenging for MC (several scales and massive quarks)
- 5 Flavour (mb=0) vs 4 Flavour t t̅ +bb̅ predictions, new 4F t t̅ +bb̅ NLO+PS, need MC tuning

• further desirable steps

- define all modelling uncertainties within one single generator (Herwig7 or Sherpa):
- for instance Herwig7 allows to switch between Powheg and MC@NLO matching, between
angular- and dipole-ordered showers, …
- essential to have measurements in the top sector to constrain the models : colour reconnection,
Wt-t t̅ interference, t t̅ +heavy flavour
CMS-PAS-TOP-17-007

• question to keep in mind

- how much should we tune the MC to data (overtuning, predictivity)
arXiv:1709.06915

arXiv:1711.11520
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The top quark mass
GFitter group, arXiv:1803.01853

• precision determination of the top quark mass

- compare direct measurements with electroweak fit
- stability of the electroweak vacuum (Higgs boson quartic coupling almost vanishing
at the Planck scale)
- how precisely can it be measured at hadron collider ?

• top quark mass definition

- top quark is coloured: can’t be unambiguously associated with its decay products
- standard measurements: mass extracted from a fit to the measured distributions,
affected by theoretical errors (related to how well the distributions are modelled)
- alternative measurements: mass extraction using methods that have less/other
theory errors. Currently less precise than standard measurements.

Buttazzo et al., JHEP 1312, 089 (2013)

• arguments raised against standard mass measurements (Nason, arXiv:1712.02796)

- difficult to relate the mass measured using MC to well defined theoretical parameter because of
non-perturbative effects
- do we need to interpret the measured mass with a mass in other scheme (MSR scheme
with a scale R = 1 GeV) ?
- the pole mass scheme is a poor choice because it suffers from the intrinsic renormalon ambiguity
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The top quark mass (2)
Butenschoen et al. PRL117, 232001 (2016)

• the renormalon ambiguity

- ultimate precision due to the irreducible ambiguity of the pole mass (order of the hadronic scale)
- recent calculations: better estimate of this ambiguity (depending some choice in the procedure):
- 110 MeV (Beneke, Marquard, Steinhauser, Nason, PLB775, 63 (2017))
- 250 MeV (Hoang, Lepenik, Preisser, JHEP 1709, 099 (2017))
- in all cases this ambiguity seems much smaller than the current experimental precision: ie. the
pole mass is still a usable scheme

• estimate the non-perturbative effects

- calibration of the mass in the MC in boosted t t̅ in e+e- annihilation using SCET
- currently not available for pp collision
- probably depend on the MC (currently developed for Pythia8)
- NLO+PS generator studies:
- compare hvq (NLO only in production, on-shell), ttdec (NLO in production and decay, off
shell via reweighting), bb4l (full NLO with offshell effects)
- in particular look at the m(W-bj) peak including some simple smearing
- very modest change for the different setups, except between Pythia8 and Herwig7
the debate seems to be nailed down to quantify the uncertainties on how the MC implement
effects that are power suppressed
Ravasio, Jezo, Nason, Oleari, arXiv:1801.03944
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Top couplings
JHEP11, 086 (2017)

• the LHC Run2 opens a new area for top production with gauge bosons

- whole list of new processes that were never observed before: ttγ, ttV, tZq, ttH (probe new couplings)
- many of the current measurements have still large statistical uncertainties and mainly currently
focussed at the inclusive cross sections (complex final states)
- the next steps are:
- go differential for all the processes
- measure the properties of these new processes
- measure multiple couplings simultaneously
- use these handles to search for new physics

• search for modified couplings through effective field theory

- non resonant model independent BSM search
- SM measurements are searches for deviations from the dim=4 SM predictions
arXiv:1712.08891

arXiv:1711.02547

arXiv:1710.03659
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EFT in top physics
Buchmuller & Wyler NPB268, 621 (1986)
Grzadkowski et al, JHEP10, 085 (2010)

• attractive approach

- can compute perturbation and renormalisation
- possibility of global strategy (33 anomalous operators
affecting production and decay)
- sequential approach: study the sensitivity of the
observables to the anomalous couplings, consider only
couplings with sizeable effects

• first try of a global fit

- input: inclusive and differential results for the t t̅ and
single top productions
- SM at NLO/NNLO, EFT at LO

Buckley et al. JHEP04, 015 (2016)
Zhang & Willenbrock, PRD83 034006, (2011)
Aguilar-Saavedra, NPB812, 181 (2009)
Degrande et al, JHEP07, 036 (2012)
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Towards a global top EFT fit at the LHC
• next steps

- add NLO EFT effects: more processes to consider together
- include 4-fermion operators
- add new measurements (tt+X, spin-sensitive observables, … )

• generic guidelines under the LHCtopWG (arXiv:1802.07237)

- recommended basis (Warsaw basis), LO
- three different assumptions about BSM flavour structures considered
- degrees of freedom: independent linear combination of operators that interfere with SM

Rontsch & Schulze, JHEP08, 044 (2015)

• proposed example of EFT analysis strategy
-

define observable in a fiducial volume close to the detector one
unfold the measurement to particle level (check the unfolding validity when EFT contributes)
provide the statistical and systematics likelihoods, error breakdown and correlations
compute for the observables the linear and quadratic contributions of 6D operators and
extract constraints on them
arXiv:1802.07237
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Conclusion
• by the end of Run 2 onwards, top quark physics will enter the high precision regime

- multi-dimensional differential cross section measurements would benefit from high order predictions that include top decays
and from improve modelling uncertainties
- crucial to perform dedicated measurements for MC tuning

• latest theoretical computations would help when they are implemented in MC generators (with parton shower)
- important for some experimental measurements
- could help to assess the theoretical uncertainty on the measured top quark mass

• precision Standard Model measurements are searches for deviations from the SM Lagrangian
- EFT provides a nice framework for these searches
- a global EFT fit still requires further joint efforts between theorists and experimentalists
- flavour physics (lepton universality, Vcb, …)

• great top quark physics perspectives ahead at the HL-LHC.
New top HL-LHC perspectives by the end of this year
- increase precision, specific space phase
- boosted channels
- rare processes (4tops, tZq, ttW asymmetries, …)
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